Increase in regularity and decrease in variability seen in electroencephalography (EEG) signals from alert to fatigue during a driving simulated task
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Abstract—Driver fatigue is a prevalent problem and a major risk for road safety accounting for approximately 20-40% of all motor vehicle accidents. One strategy to prevent fatigue related accidents is through the use of countermeasure devices. Research on countermeasure devices has focused on methods that detect physiological changes from fatigue, with the fast temporal resolution from brain signals, using the electroencephalogram (EEG) held as a promising technique. This paper presents the results of nonlinear analysis using sample entropy and second-order difference plots quantified by central tendency measure (CTM) on alert and fatigue EEG signals from a driving simulated task. Results show that both sample entropy and second-order difference plots significantly increases the regularity and decreases the variability of EEG signals from an alert to a fatigue state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fatigue is a prevalent problem in society and is known to be related to increased risks of accidents in the workplace and on the road [1]. Driver fatigue is a major risk for road safety as it is associated with decreased concentration, increased reaction time (taking longer to respond) and increased error rate and therefore fatigue-related accidents can cause severe damage and higher fatalities [2]. Measures have been implemented to reduce fatigue-related road accidents and these include increasing driver awareness through media, setting up driver rest areas and improving road conditions. Despite these efforts, fatigue related accidents still remain one of the main barriers to road safety accounting for up to 40% of all motor vehicle accidents. One strategy to reduce fatigue-related motor accidents is the use of countermeasure devices. These devices have been categorized into two types (1) those that measure driving performance and (2) those that measure physiological changes. By providing on-line monitoring of changes in performance or physiological states as well as alerting drivers to these changes, real-time detection of driver fatigue can occur. A problem with countermeasure devices that detect driver performance (i.e. driving errors) is that it is not necessarily a measure of the occurrence of fatigue but a result of the level of experience of the driver [3]. The countermeasures that measure physiological signals are considered more reliable as they provide a direct measure of physiological changes as the driver becomes fatigued. However, one major disadvantage of using physiological changes is the large individual differences in the signals and hence inconsistent results.

Research in using physiological signals as fatigue countermeasures have mainly focused on two types of measures, that is, changes of eye movement and brain activity associated with fatigue. Eye movement countermeasures detect changes such as increased blink rates, eyelid closure rates, droopy eyelids, head nodding etc., through some form of camera/video recording. Although successfully implemented as prototypes in vehicles, one major problem with eye activity monitoring devices is the difficulty in using this method while wearing eyewear/sunglasses, and difficulty in adapting to different light conditions [4]. Another issue with eye activity measures is that changes in eye movements occur at a late stage of fatigue, and therefore cannot solely be relied upon to provide early warnings, which is a crucial feature in any successful driver fatigue alerting/monitoring device [4]. Given the close association of brain activity (using EEG) with human consciousness and the fast temporal resolution, EEG as a measure can be used to provide an early indication of the onset of fatigue. EEG has been shown to measure accurately changes in brain activity in different physiological stages such as drowsiness and fatigue [5,6].

Countermeasures using EEG-based activity have focused on the changes in the spectral activity of different frequency bands during fatigue. For instance, increased theta (3.5-7.5Hz) and alpha (8-13Hz) with reduction in beta (>13Hz) is often associated with the onset of sleep [7]. However, the evaluation of spectral activity during fatigue has not led to any validated countermeasure devices as the spectral EEG of an alert individual has been shown to be varied and influenced by many psychological phenomena’s [7]. Also,
algorithms for fatigue countermeasures using the spectral analysis of EEG have often been inconsistent and complex as it involves the interpretation of the interaction of up to four frequency bands [8]. In order to develop a method that can increase the accuracy of successful detection of physiological states like the onset of fatigue during driving, the result of the method implemented needs to be simplified, yet remain precise. In this paper we investigate two different nonlinear techniques, sample entropy and the degree of variability in second-order difference plots quantified by using a central tendency measure (CTM), to investigate differences in the EEG time series between the different physiological states of alertness and fatigue. Both of these nonlinear techniques can yield a single value per time as opposed to four measures accounting for changes in the major frequency bands in spectral EEG. Implementing these methods may presumably have major implications for driver fatigue countermeasure devices.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

Thirty-six participants (19 males, 17 females) were entered into the study. The mean age for male participants were 29.7 (SD 11.4) and for female participants 32.1 (SD 12.5).

B. Experimental Tasks

Participants performed a driving simulator task and were asked to drive along a straight road with minimal stimulation aimed at reducing their cognitive load and leading them towards boredom and fatigue. Simulated driving tasks are used in fatigue studies, both in clinical and research settings as they provide a measure to detect fatigue by means of increased deviation in the steering the car and changes in driver reaction time. The aim of the task was to increase vigilance/fatigue, by the means of increased deviation in the steering the car and simulated changes in driver reaction time. The Biosemi™ Active-Two System was used in this study acquiring EEG data using a central tendency measure (CTM), to investigate differences in the EEG time series between the different physiological states of alertness and fatigue. The DASS has been used reliably in other studies [9]. The DASS has been used reliably in other studies [9]. The program measures decreasing vigilance/fatigue, by the means of increased deviation in the steering the car and changes in driver reaction time. The aim of the task was to steer the car down the centre of the road on the computer screen using a gaming steering wheel (Grandprix 1, Thrustmaster, USA). During the task, digits that changed randomly were displayed at the corner of the screen. To test vigilance and reaction time the subjects were required to identify the number “2” when it appeared by pressing a button on the same side of the steering wheel as it appeared on the screen. The task was considered monotonous because the participants were required to drive on a straight road at a constant slow speed for an extended period of time in a noise, stimulus and temperature controlled laboratory.

C. Data Acquisition and Pre-processing

The Biosemi™ Active-Two System was used in this study for recording EEG signals from each subject. Raw data was acquired using 32-channels at a sampling rate of 2048Hz with 24-bit digital resolution per channel, using the biopotential measurement system and active electrodes. The 32-channels were recorded following the International 10-20 Montage system and the channels numbers (1-32) are in the following order (FP1, AP3, F7, F3, FC1, FC5, T7, C3, CP1, CP5, P7, P3, PZ, PO3, O1, OZ, O2, PO4, P4, P8, CP6, CP2, C4, T8, FC6, FC2, F4, F8, AF4, FP2, FZ, CZ). The signal was down sampled to 256Hz. The recording of the EEG signals was conducted in a dedicated temperature controlled research laboratory. Several pre-processing steps were also performed on the raw EEG prior to nonlinear analysis using sample entropy and CTM of the second order difference plots. A high pass filter was applied at 1Hz to remove movement artifact (drift in the electrical signals). In addition any artifact such as eye and muscle movements, which are non-cerebral in origin, were removed from the recorded EEG data using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) using EEGLab [10].

Two sets of 1-minute EEG data were taken and analyzed from an alert state during the start of the task where the participants were engaged to the task but not fatigued and during fatigue as determined by video monitoring, physiological symptoms and performance decrements from the driving task.

D. Analysis- Sample Entropy and Second-order Difference Plots

Sample Entropy: We used sample entropy to measure complexity. Below is a brief description of the evaluation of sample entropy.

Consider the time series \( x(i), i=1,2,3,...,N \). Let us choose the two input parameters \( m \) and \( r \), where \( m \) is the vector length and \( r \) the criterion of similarity. Let the \( m \) samples beginning at sample \( x(i) \) be denoted by the vector \( v_m(i) = [x(i), x(i+1),...x(i+m-1)] \) and consider the set of all vectors of length \( m \) within \( x(n) \), that is \( [v_m(1),v_m(2),.....v_m(N-m)] \). Let us define [11]

\[
B_{i,m}(r) = \frac{n'_{i,m}(r)}{N-m-1}
\]

where \( n'_{i,m}(r) \) is the number of vectors that are similar to \( v_m(i) \), given the similarity criterion \( r \), excluding self matching. Similar calculations are carried out for each \( i \) with \( i=1,2,...N-m \). The function \( B_{i,m}(r) \) is then defined which is the average of the function \( B_{i,m}(r) \) [11],

\[
B_i(r) = \sum_{m} \frac{B_{i,m}(r)}{N-m}
\]

Similarly let \( B_{i,(m+1)}(r) \) be defined as

\[
B_{i,(m+1)}(r) = \frac{n'_{i,(m+1)}(r)}{N-m-1}
\]
where $n_{i,(m+1)}'(r)$ is the number of vectors in the sequence $[v_{m+1}(1), v_{m+1}(2), \ldots, v_{m+1}(N-m)]$ that are similar to $v_{m+1}(i)=[x(i), x(i+1), \ldots, x(i+m)]$, given the similarity criterion $r$, excluding self matching. Similar calculations are carried out for each $i$, with $i=1,2,\ldots,N-m$. The function $B_{(m+1)}(r)$ is then defined which is the average of the function $B_{(m+1)}(r)$.

The statistic SampEn($m, r, N$) is then defined by [11],

$$\text{SampEn}(m, r, N) = -\ln(B_{m+1}(r) / B_{m}(r))$$

This is the negative natural logarithm of the conditional probability that two sequences similar for $m$ points remain similar at the next point, where self matches are not included in calculating the probability. A lower value of SampEn indicates more self similarity in the time series. The system parameter SampEn($m, r$) is then defined by [11],

$$\text{SampEn}(m, r, N) = \text{LI}_{y_{m+1}, \text{SampEn}(m, r, N)}$$

Based on the work of Pincus [12] values of $m=2$ and $r$ equal to 15% of the standard deviation (std. dev) of the data sets were chosen in this work. The value of $N$ chosen, is 7680 which is more than sufficient to estimate SampEn($m, r$).

Second-order Difference Plots quantified by Central Tendency Measure (CTM): In the second order difference plot, $(x(n+2)-x(n+1))$ is plotted against $(x(n+1)-x(n))$. It is a plot of successive rates against each other and gives a graphical representation of the rate of variability: $(x(n+2)-x(n+1))$ versus $(x(n+1)-x(n))$. It shows the rate of variation of successive rates. For continuous data as the sampling interval decreases, the rates scale appropriately and approach the result of the continuous data. Therefore, provided the sampling interval is small, the differences will approach a scaled rate of the continuous function where the scaling factor is the sampling frequency [13].

The central tendency measure quantifies the variability seen in the second order difference plot. It is computed by selecting a circular region of radius $r$, around the origin, counting the number of points that fall within the radius, and dividing by the total number of points. Let $n$ be the total number of points and $r$ the radius of the central area. Then,

$$\text{CTM} = \frac{1}{n(n-2)} \sum_{i=1}^{n-2} \delta(d_i)$$

where

$$\delta(d_i) = 1 \quad \text{if} \quad [(x(i+2) - x(i+1))^2 + (x(i+1) - x(i))^2]^{0.5} < r$$

$$= 0 \quad \text{otherwise}$$

For each radius $r$, CTM provides the fraction of the total number of points that lie within it. Sample values, which are within a small radius $r$, correspond to successive rates that are small. These reflect the low frequency components or the slow ascending, descending part of the function in the time series. Sample values that correspond to high $r$ are those of high frequency components or the rapid ascending, descending part of the function in the time series. For a particular radius $r$, CTM counts the number of successive rates that have all sign combinations, without any distinction. In order that we do not count sample values corresponding to spurious high frequency noisy components, the radius $r$, when the CTM reaches a value 0.90 is chosen as a measure of the total variability of the system. This measure of central tendency was found to be better than the measurement based on the average length, which tends to neglect the fine structure distribution [13].

$$\frac{1}{(n-2)} \sum_{i=1}^{n-2} [(x(i+2) - x(i+1))^2 + (x(i+1) - x(i))^2]^{0.5}$$

III. RESULTS

A. Sample Entropy

The sample entropy values were reduced from the alert to the fatigue condition in all 32-channels for the 36 participants (Fig 1). Using dependent t-test analyses, this was found to be significantly different ($p<0.05$) for the EEG sites FP2, F8, CZ, FC1, FC5, FC6, C3, CZ, CP1, CP5, CP6, T7, T8, P3, P7, P8, PO3, O1, O2 and OZ. This shows a global decrease in complexity in all the cortical regions on the scalp.

![Fig 1: Shows the mean sample entropy values from 36 participants during alert (Top line) and fatigue (bottom line) conditions. Sample entropy was reduced in all 32 channels.](image)

B. Second-order Difference Plots

Fig. 2 shows CTM values as a function of $r$ (radius) for alert (blue line) and fatigue (red line) conditions. Sample entropy was reduced in all 32 channels.
The CTM values were reduced from the alert to fatigue condition in 31 of the 32 channels in the 36 participants (Fig 2). Using related t-test analyses, CTM values were found to be significantly different (p<0.05) for the EEG sites FP2, F7, F8, FC5, C3, CP5, CP6, T7, T8, P3, P7, and P8. This finding suggests a decrease in the variability in the signal in frontal, central and parietal cortical regions on the scalp.

EEG irregularity and variability was found to have reduced significantly from an alert state to a fatigued state. These results are exciting as it reveals that fatigue can be quantified using nonlinear analysis. Unlike the spectral analysis of EEG signals, typically used in analyzing EEG signals, the results are easier to interpret as it yields one value as opposed to interpreting the interactions of several frequency bands. These nonlinear measures could potentially be implemented in countermeasures that detect changes in brain activity during changes in physiological states to prevent problems like driver fatigue, and could result in the application of this method to improve road safety.
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